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Title word cross-reference

2 [DA20], 3
[DA20, GHG+20, HJEV+21, OMD+21], + [HZB+24]. 2 [YLW+22]. B+ [ZZN+24].
f(r, k + 1)/k [HLH22]. K [YZL+20, WSX+23, ZLCW23]. LU [GLL22].
N [AMW+21, ZLCW23, vDIDB23]. Q [ZRXF23].

- Ary [ZLCW23], - Body [AMW+21].
- Cubes [ZLCW23], - Diagnosis [HLH22].
- Means [YZL+20], - Networks [ZRXF23].
- Party [vDIDB23], - Shape [WSX+23].
- Tree [ZZN+24].

2.0 [ASH+22, BTL+22], 2D [KK23, TPV20]. 2S [YLW+22].

3 [CYZ+23, TLGA+22], 3-D [CYZ+23], 3D
[LLT+23, QQD+24, WPG+24, ZGZ+24].
3DLF [CYZ+23]. 3PIP [SJLN20].

50-Photon [LGC+22].

6G [WXH+24].

Abnormal [ZLZ+23]. Abstraction
[ALAK20, GXC+23]. Accelerate [GDS+23].
Accelerated [CLZ+22a, CMLH20, KS23,
LYL+20a, SSH21, ZMS+22]. Accelerating
[ACP+22, CYZ+23, CLG+21, FFQ+22],
Adoption [HMM22, LYDZ21].

Advances [YLT+21].

Advancing [HMM22, Par22].

Adversarial [GMI+22].

AESM2 [WMG+23], aeSpTV [CXO+20].

Against [CSJB20, HO23, HYP+22, MHZ+22, WLZ+23].

AGCM [CYZ+23].

AGCM-3DLF [CYZ+23]. Age [ZMY+24].

Age-of-Event [ZMY+24].

Agent [GLP+21, JHB24, LZZ+23, LTH+21, ZXRZ21, ZCL+22].

Agent-Based [GLP+21].

Agents [WIBD22].

Aggregate [ATF23].

Aggregation [BCVD23, CWC+23, KLF+20, LLL+23b].

Aggregation-Based [BCVD23].

Agile [SPZ+20, WHM+24].

Agnostic [IYAK23, WHLM21].

Agreement [KM23].

Aided [LXW+23].

AIDTN [YZC+23].

Aliot [HTL+24].

Airborne [YLW+22].

AIREBO [GDS+23]. Alert [SGJ+20].

Algebra [SZS+23].

Algorithm [AA23, BM22, CA20a, DS23, DFJG21, FTYL20, GKK21, KSB+22, IWL+23, MFYB22, QWHC21, SSH21, TSW+21, TCT+22, TSV21, WSX+23, WCT21, YRB+22, ZJHS20, ZZZ+24a, ZDL+21, ZSH+21, ZRXF23, ZSZFX23, ZLW23, HLR21].

Algorithm-Based [ZDL+21].

Algorithmic [FFQ+22].

Algorithms [ABG20, ASH+22, BK21, CFM+21b, CLZ+21, DA20, FC23, GLA20, HSY+20, LCG+21, LLDL23, MGG+20, MKSK21, Pil23, RXL+20, SLX+21b, SCL+21b, XJX24, YL23, ZZZ+24a, ZMP23].

Alignment [WWJL24, ZZZ+24a].

All-Flash [KZK+19].

KZK+20. Alleviating [ZLZ+23].

Allocation [AA23, BBG22, CZH+20b, CZZ+22, HZL+21, HCZ+20, HND20, HLZ+21, HYP+22, LT20, LZZ+23, LNX+22, LLDL23, Nak21, SWGB23, SLZ21, SDBM23, WHL+23, WZGM23, YLT+21, ZWT20, ZWSF24, CZH+20a].

Allocation-Based [Nak21].

Allocations


Architectures [GXW+20, KHOI20, LMH+20, LC20, LX23, MKJ+22, QTR21, RP20, ZLY+20, ZFY+20, ZZY+21, ZZG+21a, ZHH+24]. Archival [XHQC20]. Area [ACDK20, SKW23]. ARENA [TXG+21].


Augmented [CQZ+21, TCJ22b]. Austin [DPGG22]. Authorized [ILW+22a]. Auto [GSH+21, LPL23, SLY+24, CGC+22].

Auto-GNAS [CGC+22]. Auto-Tiering [LPL23]. Auto-Tuning [GSH+21, SLY+24].
AutoDDL [CLG+24]. Autogeneration [WGBS23]. Automated [JTX+22, KHLZ20, LLT+23, YHD+23, ZZZ+24b, ZML+22].
Automatic [CLG+24, DSM+20, LJJ+20, MZC+22b, WGLZ20, YLZ+20, ZLJ+23].
Automotive [XZL20]. Autonomic [YWH+21]. Autonomous [MLX23].
AutoRS [MLX23]. Autoscaling [CLG+24, LZWW22]. Availability [BOGM21, LHPW20, ZXL+24].
Availability-Aware [ZXL+24]. Average [Mei23, YOM21]. Averaging [LBNN+21].

Bandwidth-Aware [NFB+20, ZFH22].


BASIR [AKG20]. Batch [CCZ+21, LYZS24, LXL23].
Bi-Objective [KFS+21, LWZ+22].
Block [ABG20, YRB22, ZHZ+20b]. Block-Based [ABG20, YRB22].
Blockchain [JLWS24, LFZ+21, LWZ23b, MZWX21, MMR+21, SFYB21, WHL+23, WPG+22, XXP+23, YHT+23, ZZZ+23, ZRXF23].
Blockchain-Based [WHL+23, ZZZ+23]. Blockchains [HYP+22, XMW+24].
Blocked [CFLY21]. Blocking [AHMW23, WLZ+22]. Blocks [GHM+24].
Blockwise [BLYZ21]. BNN [GLW+21].
Boolean [YY+20]. Booster [WLH+23].
Bound [CLZ+21]. Bounded [OHLW21, SPZ20, WPG+24, ZLX+20].
Bounds [DYFL21, WLL+20]. Box [NAL+20]. Brain [ZCL+22].
Breaking [LBNN+21]. Bridging [LCX+22].
Broadcasts [MK24]. Brokerage [LZJ+20].
Bron [WCT21]. Budget [CZL+24, CZZ+22, FSF+20, SMCH20]. Budget-Constrained [FSF+20, SMCH20].
Byzantine-Resilient [KDREV21]. Byzantine-Tolerant [MK24].

C [SP20]. Cache [CGLC20, JYF+24, LHC+21, PSS+20, SPSS20, SDHQ21, TXZ+21, WHM+24, XTH+23, ZZZ+24, ZYK+22, ZHZ+20b].
Caching [ASMA21, CC23, GXC+23, LKY20, LSL+23, WXH+24, XCH+21a, XCH+22, XJX24, XTH+23, YWH+20, ZQM+22, LKY20].
Causes [YY+20]. eCUDA [SN+20].


Cyber-Physical [MZW22, TMP23, ZMY+24]. CycleCloud [LMX+22].


Data [AmvBl22, BM20, BGZR21, BPP21, CYY+22, CYF+23, CFM+21a, CZH+20a, CZH+20b, CGLC20, CYH+21, CLL22, CCZW24, CLG+21, CWL+21, CGL+22, CLZ+22b, DLT+21, DLJ+22, DSW+23, GLL+20, GZJ+21, GXC+23, HZB+24, HLZ+20, HLRV21, HLZ+21, HXZ+23, HW+23, HFW+21, JHB24, JQG+22, JLY+23b, KFS+21, LC20, LHC+21, LSW+23, LCH+23, LTZ+23, LYG21, LW+20, LPW+20, LSY+20, LLP+23, LZF+24, LWL+22b, LJJ+23, MCT+21, NAL+20, NK21, OZCW22, PZZ+22, PHY+20, SKW23, SL20, SLZR21, SNK20, SHZ+23, TXG+21, TSV21, TLQ+20, VMT+20, WHG+22, WVL23, WXX+24, WCW+23, XZJ+20, XCH+21b, XCH+21a, XCH+22, XLL+20b, XLL+20a, XXX+24, XHY+24, YLC+23, YWW+20, YZWT+20, ZDK+22, ZHZ+20a, ZZZ+23, ZHH+24, ZYM+20, ZLY22, ZLX+20].

Data-Centric [TXG+21]. Data-Driven [AmvBl22, BM20, CZH+20a, CZH+20b].

Data-Intensive [GXC+23, NAL+20, XLL+20a].

Data-Parallel [GZJ+21, HLZ+21, KFS+21, LC20].

Database [LHZ+23]. Databases [NRB+20, YYY+20]. Datacenter [CZR20, CFL21, DFXY20, LTT+20, LDZ+24, SWB23].

Datacenters [AmvBl22, CLL22, FXL+23, LYL+20b, ZZSY24, YWW+20, ZSX+20, ZLC20].

Dataflow [LIP+21, PKRS+23, ZGZ+24].

Dataset [CLZ+21]. Datasets [CTL24, WLY22, ZFW+20]. Datastores [OHWL21, PGY+22]. DC [WLP+23].

DC-WAN [WLP+23]. DCNN [ZGZ+24].

DDoS [LJZY20]. Deadline [MTL+20, TCT+22, WBS23, ZLLGZ23].

Deadline-Aware [MTL+20, WBS23]. Deal [LN24]. Debugging [LZW+22a].

Decentralized [CYH+21, HAD+22, HNKO20, JXX+23, LNX+22, LLRD23, Man22, SQF+21, TSLC23, WNL20, WQG+22, YHT+23, ZZC+23, ZWL+21].

Decodable [Mei23]. Decomposition [AKA22, KAA21, LLL+21a, SLKA23].


Deduplication-Based [TXX+21]. Deep [BLY221, CQW+20, CHM+20, CWC+22, CZYZ23, CLG+24, CHY+24, CLG+21, CCZ+21, CSZ+23, GHM+24, GLX+22, GCL+22, HLO+21, HLW+21a, HYL+23, JHB24, KMBR21, KK23, KSVR23, KOA22, LHRX20, LCO+22, LLL+24a, LTH+21, LXC+22, LPL23, LWW+23, LYN+20, MHW+21, MHZ+22, MZC+22b, MHD+22, OMD+21, PZL+22, PBC+21, QZCZ21, SCL21a, TCI22a, WLY22, WWHM+24, WWJL24, WXH+24, XWDC23, YCA+20, YS22, YSG+22, YBY+22, YZWT+20, YDL23, ZWL+21, ZQG+21, ZLW+23, ZRXF23, LWW+22].

DeepBoot [CZZY23]. DeepSlicing
Distributed-Memory [ASH+22].
Distributing [JQG+22], Distribution [DLJ+22, KFS+21, XCH+21b, XLL+20b].
Distributional [LYZS24, WHLM23].
DNN-Based [CZL+22, ZHX+22].
DNN-Driven [XZL+21]. DNNs [ZWW+22a].
Driving [MLX+23], DRL [ZDK+22, ZMP+23].
DRL-Based [ZDK+22]. DRONE [ZJI+23]. DS [ZXG+22]. DS-ADMM [ZXG+22].
DTN [YZC+23]. Dual [KHP+20]. Duplicated [WZD+23].
Dynamics [LCL+24].
Economies [GLP+21]. EDF [DYFL+21].
Economies [GLP+21]. EDF [DYFL+21].
Edge-Cloud [LL+20]. EdgeDR [CJL+22]. Edges [JQG+22, YL+21].
Editor [Par+20, Par+21]. Editorial [BZ+21, Par+21b, Par+22, WR+23, ZSP+22].
EDP [SdR+21]. EEPC [SLX+20]. Effective [CGL+22, DFJ+23, LLJ+21, SNN+20, XCH+21b, YWZ+20, ZXL+24].
Effectiveness [K+23]. Efficiency [HLW+21b, KPA+20, WYW+22, ZWK+20].

Embedded [AMKS21, ASLPE20, ATF23, CBL22, GCL+21, PZZ+22, XZL20, YLW+22].


End-Edge [DLL22]. End-to-End [CLG+21, GWG+22, KSZ24, MLX23].


Energy-Aware [BBGY20, JHB24, XZL+21].

Energy-Efficient [BLK+20, CZL+22, LLK22, LLK24, SLX20, SJLN20, YZL24, ZDK+22].

Energy-Recycling [QWHC21]. Enforcing [LCL+20]. Engine [DQC+21, PZL+22, RCLJT22].

Engineering [CW+23]. Engines [ALAK20, JH22]. Enhanced [CCZ+21, HLS+23, WXT+24, YS22].

Enhancement [XZL20]. Enhancing [LYK20, WXX+24]. ENLARGE [QLP+23].


Epistasis [NIJS21]. Era [AMN22, TLGA+22, HLW+20].


Error [CEP22, GLA20, WLL+20, WGQ+22, WPG+24, YLL+20, ZLX+20].

Error-Bounded [WPG+24].

Error-Compensated [WGQ+22].

ESetStore [LWC+20]. ESMD [DSW+23].

ESMO [LSL+23]. Essentiality [FXL+23].

Estimation [CMLH20, GCL+22, LLL+23b, WLL+20, WQKH20, WC20]. Estuary
ETW [BK21, KSW+22]. Ethernet [BDS+21]. ETICA [ASMA21].
Event-Based [BPW+23]. Event-Driven [LHQ+20, WLM+20]. Event-Triggered [KDREV21, ZTL24]. Events [ZL+23].
Evolution [SKW22]. Evolving [CRL+20, EXA2PRO [PSK+22]
Exact [KZS24, MGG+20]. Exascale [AMN22, KHOI20, SHC+22, TLG+22, WH+22]. Excessive [IYAK23]. Exchange [DMST20]. Exclusion [QQD+24].
Execution [FZD+24, IXS22, JLG+23, LCC+22, MWNK22, WDV+23]. Existence [QHC20]. Expansion [SYT20].
Expectation [AKZ+20]. Expediting [ZYD+23]. Expensive [MZ+22].
Experiment [CDvK+22].
Experiment-Driven [CDvK+22].
Explainable [KY+22]. Exploitation [KFEG21, XHY+24]. Exploiting [BADP22, FLW+23, GSL+20, PRL20, ZCJY20].
Exploration [CLL+21, SLY+24, YCZC22].
Exploring [KZ+19, KZK+20, LDL22, LJZY20, LTT+20, LHZ+23, LHIL23, PZZ+22].
Expression [JLZ+20]. Extending [LTH+21]. Extensible [CCZKW4, PGY+22].
FaaS [LMFK23]. Fabrics [NKP+24].
Factorization [CFLY21, GLL+22, HLB+23, LL+20, ZXS+22, ZZK+20].
Family [LDL22].
FarSpot [ZL+22]. Fast [GN22, HLH22, LMY+20, LZZ21, LGZ+24, LWC+20, LZW+22, NCB+21, PLJK22, SMB24, TW24, WHHZ+20, WHM+21, XZJ+20, YCZC22, WXX+24]. Faster [DDX+24, HSY+20].
Fault-Tolerant [GHG+20, KZK+19, KZK+20, KM23b, LT20, SSS+20, YOM21, ZGZ21]. Faulty [ZHQ+23].
FCRedup [SHZ+23], FCPP [ATF+23].
Feasibility [CBL22, YK+20]. FeatherCNN [LMH+20]. Feature [LWL+23, ZDD+24].
Feature-Level [ZZD+24]. Fed [MGBD24].
Federated-Learning [LZW+22]. FedGraph [CLMW22].
FedHAP [YXDL24], FedMDS [ZDL+23].
FedNode [WHLM23].
FedREM [LWL+23].
FedSCR [WYW21], Feduva [ZSH+21].
FenceKV [TXW22], FFT [LJZ+20].
FHAC [ZZD+24]. Field [GDZ+20, GDS+22].
FIFO [GN22]. File [ABBA23, CA20a, CGL+22, FWCCB22, HSH+22, SKV+20, ZSM+23, ZCZ+20].
Filter [CLZ+22a, LGZ+21]. Filtering
[WXHZ20]. Finding [AKG20]. Fine
Fine-Grained [HZW21, KHLZ20, LMFK23, LHZ23, WCC24, WSHJ23, YSZX23, ZZY21, PLJK22]. Finite
[GGO21]. Fire [TGFPRA22]. Fireplug
[NRB20]. First [PRL20]. Fitness
[RCLJT22]. FL [CWC23]. Flash
[KMLE20, KZK22, PSK20].
Flexible [ACDK20, BCG23, DLJ22, FBD22, LDLL22, LLY20b, LLS24, PLJK22, QXL20, QJZF23, WLI20a, ZCJ22].
Flexible-Scale [LDL22]. Flink [GSH21].
Flourishes [CWC23]. Flow [WNA20, YLS23, ZWK20, ZLL22a, ZSW22].
Fluctuated [ZDC23]. Fluid [LCL24].
FLUPS [BCG23]. Fog
[BOGM21, DLMF22, Man22, SMK23, SHZ23, TCJ22a, WVSZ22]. Fold3D
[LZQ23]. Footprint [CBB20, LAC24].
Force [GDZ20, GDS22]. Forest
[CWC23, LCM20, WXDC23].
Forest-Based [LAM20]. Fork [NAL20].
Format [CYZ23, SLKA23, ZZSC20].
Formation [NLX22]. Formats [QJZF23].
Forwarding
[DQC21, JJ22, LLL21b, ZCL22].
Foundation [LLT23]. Fourier [BCG23].
FPAGA [CCYC21, JMF22, LLY20a, LZP24, MWNK22, QXL20, QTR21, WGLZ20, ZZP23, ZKP20]. FPAGA-Accelerated
[LYL20a]. FPAGA-Based
[ZZP23, MWNK22]. FPAGAs [GWL22, GWLZ22, HLS23, LZX21, SLX21a].
Fractional [EFME24]. Fragmented
[ZFW20]. Frame [LSL23]. Framework
[vV20]. Free
[LAC24, PHY20, YWH20, ZSL21].
Freezing [CXW24]. Frequency
[LJW23, SDR21, WC20].
Frequency-Domain [LJW23]. Friend
[LYZC22]. Friendly
[LDL23]. Friendly-Fire [TGFPRA22]. FrodoKEM
[GJCC21]. FRuDA [GMI22]. Frustrated
[LCX22]. FT [GZG23, ZDL21].
FT-BLAS [GZG23]. FT-CNN [ZDL21].
Full
[YCA20, YFD24, YTL23, QXL20].
Full-Spectrum [YFD24]. Full-Stack
[YCA20]. Fully
[AKZ20, GSL20, WLY23]. Function
[DS22, HLY23, LLL23a, LLLC21, WCN24, WYD23, YLT21, YZS21].
Function-Reuse [DS22]. Functions
[MSSK21, SP20]. Fundus [MMGR23].
Fusing [GK21]. Fusion
[QJZF23, WSHJ23, ZSL21]. Fuzziness
[ZLR20]. Fuzzy [GLF21].
G [LZL24, PZL22, YC22]. G-Learned
[LZL24]. G-SLIDE [PZL22]. GA
[WLY20]. GA-Par [WLY20]. Galaxyfly
[LDL22]. Game
[DLLL22, HCZ20, HXW20, HWS24, LYD21, LLL21c, WSM20].
Game-Based [LLL21].
Game-Theoretical [HCZ20]. Gang
[DYFL21]. Gap [LCX22]. Gateway
[LPH24]. Gateways [SCS23]. Gathering
[SNK20]. Gauss [AMKS21]. Gaussian
[LGC22]. gcForest [CWC22]. GCN
[HLZ21]. GCN-Based [HLZ21]. GEM
[CPZ23]. GEMM
[AMW+21, FBD22, KS23].
GEMM-Accelerated [KS23]. General
[CYZ+23, KAA21, SZS+23, TPV20].
Generalized [HLS+23, KKA+20, WLF+20].
Generating [GK22]. Generation
[BTL+22, HFC+23, LJZ+20, LCX+22,
MZZ+22b]. Generic [BOG21]. Genome
[CCY21]. Genomic [CK21, ZZ+24a].
Geo [CLI22, CZL+24, HND20, JQG+22,
LYL+20b, LJZ+20, LPW+20, NRZ+20,
OQCW20, OZCW22, SZZY24, SDZ21,
WLX+20, ZYM+20, SZZ+20].
Geo-Distributed [CLI22, CZL+24,
HND20, JQG+22, LYL+20b, LJZ+20,
LPW+20, OQCW20, OZCW22, SZZY24,
WLX+20, ZYM+20, SZZ+20].
Geo-Replicated [SD21].
Geo-Replication [NRB+20]. Geodesic
[IM20]. Geographically [YY+20].
Geometrics [HLW21]. Georgia [PKJ+22].
GeoScale [CZL+24]. Geostatistical
[ACP+22]. Giant [ILT+23]. gIM [SSH21].
Global [CGM21, DYFL21, DLC+21,
LBNN+21, LWL+22b, SLY+24, WLH+20a,
WNY20, YXDL24]. gMig [LZM+20]. GML
[GS+21]. GMRES [LLD22]. GNAS
[CGC+22]. GNN [LZZ+23, LZZP24,
WGN+23, WSHJ23, ZPP23]. GNN-Based
[LZZ+23]. GOSH [TCJ22a]. Gossip
[HLW+21a]. HadA++22. Gossip-Based
[HLW+21a]. GossipFL [TSLC23]. Gossips
[FMP+23]. GPGPU [RP20, WC20].
GPGPPUs (QZFZ20). GPU
[Ak22, BCVD23, CQW+20, CMLH20,
CZZY23, DMT+23, DSI21, GKW22, GM21,
GCL+22, HJEV+21, HLVR21, HW22,
HZX+23, HLB+23, IX22, JDD+24,
KSVR23, LAC+20, LH22, LZL+24,
LYG20, NBC+22, PZZ+22, PZL+22,
QLP+23, SSH21, TSW+21, TVP20,
WLZ+22, WSS+23, WDK23, WSHJ23,
XCL+21, YLZ21, YCCZ22, YLW+22,
YSY+22, ZHZ20, ZLW20, ZZG+21a,
ZW22b, ZHP+23, ZGNZ22, ZSH+21,
ZMS+22, ZJGD21, ZLGZ23].
GPU-Accelerated [CMLH20, ZMS+22].
GPU-Based [PZL+22]. GPUTDirect
[LSC+20]. GPUs
[ABG20, CLZP20, CFF21, CTL24, FBD22,
GLL22, GJCC21, HWF+22, KS23, LZS+24,
LCCZ20a, LS21, LAY21, LTZ+23, LZW22b,
PWW+21, SNY+20, SLY+24, WKH20,
WLH+23, WCT21, ZLWW20, ZCZ+21].
gQoS [LYG20]. Gradient [EFME24,
LPG+22, LCCZ20b, PHY20, WLZ+23,
YLY+24, ZWW2a, ZKZP20, ZWL+21].
Gradients [SCL21a, ZLRY22]. Grading
[MMGR23]. Graft [WWJL24]. Grain
[KA21, ZLGZ23]. Grained
[HZW+21, JMF22, KHLZ20, LMFK23,
LHZ+23, SLX21a, WCY+23, WSHJ23,
YZZX23, ZZY+21, PLJK22]. Graph
[AS20, AAK22, ACC+22, CTBT21,
CGC+22, CLMW22, CC22, CC23, FTYL20,
GZW+22, GTH22, GZY21, HND20, HLLL22,
HWF+22, JZW+24, LWWL22, LTZ+23,
LWW+23, LWH22, NRZ+20, SRD+20,
XMM+20, JWJ+20, YLY21, YCZC22,
ZZZ+24a, ZYN+23, ZS+21, ZSX+20].
Graph-Centric [JWZ+24]. Graph500
[GZW+22]. GraphAGILE [ZZP23].
Graphs
[BFK+23, CMSV20, GBM20, HW+23,
HSY+20, LWZ+23a, MAO22, QHC20,
WIBD22, WZW+23, ZJH+23, ZHQ+23].
Greedy [YS22]. Green
[YZW+20, ZLCL20]. Greening [TRN+21].
Grid [GGO21, YYL+24]. Group
[LBNN+21, WQK20, ZHQ+23]. GRP
[FSF+20]. GRP-HEFT [FSF+20]. gSoFa
[GLL22]. Guarantee
[HLW+21b, KHL+20b, YW20]. Guarantees
[CQW+20, WWJL24]. Guest
[BZS21, Par21b, WR23, ZSP22]. Guided
[GIS+21, IWL+24].
Hamiltonian [ZLCW23]. Handle
[BGZR21]. Hard [ZLGZ23]. Hardware
Hardware-Software [JYF+24].

Harnessing [DS22]. Hash [WLF+22].


Heterogeneity [HPB21, HLZ+20, MGBD24, YZI+21, ZGQ+21].

Heterogeneity-Aware [HPB21, HLZ+20, YZI+21, ZGQ+21].

Heterogeneous

[ASLPE20, AP20, CAAB20, CMSV20, DS23, DFLG21, HLW+21a, HFC+23, HNKO20, HXV+20, HLL22, KFS+21, KKA+20, KHOI20, KMM20, LYL+20a, LZP24, LSY21, LCL+24, MAOA22, PSK+22, PLJK22, QWYG20, SZ20, TSW+21, TCT+22, XLL+20a, XMW+22, YSZX23, YRBÇ22, YOM21, YZL+20, ZZH+20a, ZFY+20, ZGM21, ZMP23, ZHI+24, ZCL+22, ZF23].


Hierarchical-Reduction [LLL+23b].

Hierarchically [HZX+23].

High [ACP+22, ASS20, AMW+21, BDS+21, BMBB22, BPP21, CYF+23, CLZ+22a, CA20a, CXÖ+20, CHM+20, CCY22, CWC+22, DNBK20, GLL+20, GLW+21, GLP+21, GXC+23, JLL+20, JDD+24, JJ22, KHL+20a, LZS+24, LJJ+20, LHQ+20, LCZ+20, LLK22, LLK24, LZP24, LAC24, MFYB22, MZC+22a, MKKP22, PSK+22, QZFP20, RCLJT22, SLLL20, WL20, WZY+22, YZL24, ZZZ+24a, ZGZ+23, ZLW20, ZYL+20, ZZS+22, ZHQ+23, ZCJ+22, dBMH21].

High-Dimensional

[CYF+23, CHM+20, GLL+20].

High-Level [XHY+24].

High-Performance [AP20, FLPL22, HGA20, LNX+22].

Higher [WZY+22].

High-Speed [CA20a].

High-Throughput [CCYC21, LZZ21, LGZ22].

Higher-Variable [CHM+20].

HiHGNN [XHY+24].

HitGNN [WXT+24].

HitGNN-NoC [WXT+24].

HitGNN-NoC [WXT+24].

Hitting [WXT+24].

HiHGNN [XHY+24].

Hitting [WXT+24].

HitGNN [WXT+24].

HitGNN-NoC [WXT+24].

Hotness [WZY+22].

Hotness [WZY+22].

Hotspot [WZY+22].

Hotspot-Aware [JLL+20].

HPC [ASS+24, BDS+21, GGH21, HZB+24, HMM22, KFS+21, KMA+20, ONP+23, YS22, ZLJ+23, ZMS+22, ZLK+22].

HPETC [WXT+24].

HPPT [HGA20].

HPPT-NoC [HGA20].

HRHS [DNK20].

HSA [WZY+22].

HSA-Net [WZY+22].

Hua [SCL+21b].

Human [CCYC21].

HW [GLZ21].

HW/SW [GLZ21].

Hybrid [CXL+23, GLF+21, HLZ+20, JLL+20, JLL+22, KMKB21, LW+22, LLL+24b, LLL+24a, LYDZ21, LHL+23, OMD+21, TWY+20, WWJ24, XWJ+20, ZHP+23, ZZZ+24b, ZGZ+24, ZGQ+21, ZSFX23].

HybridChain [TW24].

Hyper [LZZ21, LGZ+24].

Hyper-Parameter [LZZ21].

Hyper-Parameters [LZZ21].

Hypercube [WLF+20].

Hypergraph [XRS+23].

Hypergraph-Based [XRS+23].
Hypergraphs [HZJH23].

[CZL+22, DLMF22, FWT+24, LLX+22, LXC+22, LDJX+23, MMR+21, WNA+20].

IPPTS [DS23, DFLG21]. Irregular

[LHL23]. Irrevocability [TGFRA20]. ISA [SZS+23, SZ20, YWS+23]. Isolation

[FSPE20]. Issue [AMN22]. Issuing [LWL+22a]. Iterative

[BCVD23, DMPR22, ZG21]. Just-In-Time

[KEM] Kerbosch

[KZLY22]. K-Athena

[GO21]. KEM [GXW22]. Kerbosch

[WCT21]. Kernel

[CXO+20, KOA22, SYT20, WSHJ23]. Kernels

[CTBT21, FBD22, GSK21, LJZ+20, MZC+22b, SNN+20, WQKH20]. Key

[ACH+20, JLY+23a, JLL+20, LCLW21, LCM+20, PM22, QXL+20, SDT21, TWX22, ZMM+23]. Key-Value [LCLW21]. Khatri

[AA21]. Knowledge [BLY21, JBY+23]. Known

[CL20a, MD22]. Kokkos

[TLGA+22]. KV [QXL+20]. KVM

[IAY23]. Kyber [GJCC21, JDD+24].

Label [ABG20, SPS+24]. Labeling

[SPS+24]. Labels [XYW24]. Lambda

[SMSK21]. Landing [GLL+21]. Landlord

[SPTC23]. Large


Large-Scale [CBB+20, CLL+21, CGH+22, DSW+23, GZY21, GZJ+21, HWF+22, JWZ+24, KSB+22, LYCZ22, LZJ+20, ZHZ+23, ZYW+23, ZTA+21, ZCW+20, ZSF23].

Latency [AKA22, ANS20, ZY22a, A22, KAA20, LWZ23b, LGH+24, LSY21, LLL+23, NAL+20, OHNL21, QXL+20, SLG+23, TLR+20, ZQZ+21, ZLL22a, ZFP23].

Latency-Critical [LH+24].

Latency-Sensitive [LML+23]. Lattice

[GVD+22, HLV121, LHZ+24, LCL+24].

Latice-Based [LZS+24]. Launch

[LZLT20]. Launching [DDX+24]. Law


[KM23b, SPZ20, SOI+20]. Leadership

[MTT+22]. Leadership-Class [MTT+22].

Leakage [WLZ+23]. Leap [CYZ+23].

Leap-Format [CYZ+23]. Learned

[LZL+24, LZL+24]. Learning

NLX+22, OMD+21, PZL+22, PBC+21, 
Pil23, QZCZ21, QWHC21, SGJ+20, SFYB21, 
SCL21a, SGM+23, SCA23, SDBM23, 
SQZL23, TW24, TSLC23, UXL+21, WL20, 
WNL20, WGLZ20, WHM+21, WLY22, 
WZL+22, WZHW22, WHM+23, WHL+23, 
WHM+24, WXX+24, WLM20b, WLM21, 
WYW21, WLM23, WUR+24, WWJL24, 
WXH+24, XJX24, XMX+20. Learning 
[XYYW22, YCA+20, YS22, YFB+23, 
YJWM24, YSG+22, YBY+22, YZWT20, 
YDL23, ZJHS20, ZLYL22, ZDD+24a, 
ZLW20, ZZH+20a, ZCZ+21, ZZG+21a, 
ZGM21, ZLD+23, ZDC+23, ZXY+22, 
ZWL+21, ZGQ+21, ZLRY22, ZLJW+23]. Learning-Based 
[KMBR21, LWX+23, LLZ+23].

Learning-Driven [PBC+21, ZGM21].

Legacy [CFM+21a]. LegoSwap [LLS+24].

Less [LZF+24]. Level 
[ASMA21, AHSW23, BSZM23, DLJ+22, 
GSL+20, GXW+20, GCL+21, GXC+23, 
HSH+22, IATB20, KMLE20, SHZ+23, 
ZSL+21, ZDD+24b, dBMH21]. Level-Based 
[AHSW23]. Leveraging 
[BPP21, HYL+23, ZZH+20b]. libEnsemble 
[HLLW22]. Liberator [LTZ+23]. Library 
[BCC23, CBB+20, CDvK+22, HLNW22, 
KEMC22, SP20]. Light [IXS22].

Light-Weight [IXS22]. LightFed 
[GWLX22]. LightWeight [CZR20, CGL+22, 
HLL22, S6+23, SPS+24, ZHX+22]. Like 
[XRS+23]. Limited [GBM20]. Line 
[PWX+23, ZYF+20]. Linear 
[BCVD23, CSJB20, HLS+23, LRBV23, 
LAC24, PZL+22, S6S+23]. LINPACK 
[TSW+21]. Liquid [GCL+22]. List* 
[Ans21]. Live [CQZ+21, HTB22, LJM+20, 
ZYW+23, ZZD+24b]. Load [AAA21, Ans20, 
CAAB20, CGH+22, DZL+21, DFXY20, 
KEMC22, LWZ23b, LYZS24, LXC+22, 
MGG+20, SPPS20, YWH+20, ZLL22a]. Load-Aware [ZLL22a]. Load-Balanced 
[LWZ23b, YWH+20]. Load-Balancing 
[LXC+22]. Local 
[CGM21, GLL+20, WXX+24].

Local-Density [GLL+20]. Locality 
[CWL+21, FTYL20, HNKO20, KFEG21, 
KS23]. Locality-Aware 
[FTYL20, HNKO20, KS23]. Localization 
[LGH+24]. Localized [DDN+22]. Locally 
[WSLX22]. Location [SMCH20].

Location-Aware [SMCH20]. Lock 
[PHY20]. Lock-Free [PHY20]. Locking 
[GXW+20]. LOCUS [CZJ+22]. LOFS 
[CGL+22]. Log [DDN+22]. Logging 
[DDN+22]. Long 
[CTD+23, CZZ+22, HLW+20]. Long-Range 
[CTD+23]. Long-Term [CZJ+22]. LoomIO 
[HS+22]. Loops 
[COE20, KKP21, MDM22]. Lossless 
[CTD+23, TLQ+20, WGBS23]. Lossy 
[SZCL23, SYS+22, WLL+20, WPG+24, 
ZLG+20]. Low 
[Aus20, CZR20, DFXY20, JLWS24, 
JLY+23a, LJZ20, LIWZ3b, OHW+21, 
QXL+20, WL20, WLF+20, XWDC23, 
YRQ23, ZZQ+21, ZSP23, ZSF23].

Low-Cost [DFX20]. Low-Latency 
[LWZ23b, ZSP23]. Low-Memory [ZSF23].

Low-Power [WL20]. Low-Rate [LJZ20]. 
LRU [ZYK+22]. LSH [PZL+22, ZPL+22]. 
LSH-Based [ZPL+22]. LSTM [HLW+20].

Machine [BADP22, CLZ+21, FZD+24, 
GL3+21, GSH+21, HZG+21, HFW+22, 
IRB21, JXX+23, KFEG21, KKP21, LZJ+20, 
LZJ+20, LZZ+23, LLZ+23, MR24, RZLT20, 
WDL+20, WNL20, WGLZ20, WZL+22, 
XXM+20, ZDK+22, ZCZ+21, ZZG+21a, 
ZDD+24b]. Machine-Centric [ZDD+24b].

Machine-Learning-Based [KPM21]. 
Machines [GKK21, HTB22, KPHA20].

Magnetohydrodynamics [GGO21].

Maintenance [HSY+20, HZJH23].

Makespan [YOM21]. Making 
[KMLE20, SQR+21]. Malicious [WIBD22].
Malware [GLL+21]. Manage [WHRL21].
Management [ASLPE20, BPTV23, CGLC20, CIZ+20, HTB22, HTL+24, IRB21, JLL+20, KSP+20, LSY17, SGJ+20, SDHQ21, TXX+21, WZHW22, WNA+20, YLC+23].
Manager [BSPM23]. Many [KKS21, LXZ+20, YZS+21, ZFY+20].
Many-Camera [KKS21]. Many-Core [LX3, YZL+20, YZS+21, ZFY+20].
Massive [DPPG22, DHF+22, FGH+22, KSW+22, LAG+22, LL22, PKJ+22, ZCS+22].
Massively [BCG23, HYL+20, KM23a]. Matching [JLKL+20, XLL+20a].
Maximization [AKZ+20, CZZ+22, GKL20, MJLX20, SSSH21, WZ+20]. Maximized [TWYL20].
Maximizing [FC+23, LL+22, LLL+23a]. MC [SNK20].
MCDS [TCC22b]. MCFsyn [LG21].
MCMC [DMST20]. MEAN [XCL+23].
Means [YLL+20]. Measurement [LXW+23, WXHZ20, WXT+24, YLS+23].
Mechanisms [BBG22, WSM+20]. Medical [XRS+23].
Medium [KAA21]. Medium-Grain [KAA21]. Meets [CLX+23, XXM+20].
Memory-Centric [DPPG22, DHF+22, FGH+22, KSW+22, LAG+22, LL22, PKJ+22, ZSL+23, ZCS+22].
Memory-Efficient [GGZ+20, LLL+24a].
Memory-Mapped [PGY+22]. MEMPHA [KKAO21]. Memristive [ZCL+22].
Method [AMKS21, DTN+22, GVD+22, KOAA22, LYHZ22, LLL+24b, LCL+24, QGD+24, RCW+24, TWY+20, YYL+24, ZZSC20, IM20]. Methods [AMW+21, LXL+21, TX+21, ZGNZ22].
Microarchitectures [IXS22].
Minimizing

Modern

MM* [HLH22], MO [DQC+21], MO-Tree [DQC+21]. Mobile

MMo [HLH22], MO [DQC+21], MO-Tree [DQC+21]. Mobile

MMo [HLH22], MO [DQC+21], MO-Tree [DQC+21]. Mobile

Modern

Minimizing

Modern

MMo [HLH22], MO [DQC+21], MO-Tree [DQC+21]. Mobile

MMo [HLH22], MO [DQC+21], MO-Tree [DQC+21]. Mobile

Modern

Minimizing

Modern

MMo [HLH22], MO [DQC+21], MO-Tree [DQC+21]. Mobile

MMo [HLH22], MO [DQC+21], MO-Tree [DQC+21]. Mobile

Modern

Minimizing

Modern

MMo [HLH22], MO [DQC+21], MO-Tree [DQC+21]. Mobile

MMo [HLH22], MO [DQC+21], MO-Tree [DQC+21]. Mobile

Modern

Minimizing

Modern
Multi-Resolution [TPV20]. Multi-Server [ZDC+23]. Multi-Socket [COE20].
Multi-SP [HCG+23]. Multi-Stage [LCM+20, ZLR+20]. Multi-Stripe [ZF23].
Multi-Swarm [LWZ+22]. Multi-Task [CZH+20a, CZH+20b, MMH22, MWNK22, SCYJ21]. Multi-Tenancy [WBS23].
Multicore [ASLP20, CC22, FSPE20, KPA+20, YZJ+21]. Multicores [BSPM23].
Multi-Dimensional [CTL24, LLL+24b]. Multi-layer [SMK+23]. Multimedia [DLS22].
Multipath [DFX20]. Multipathing [BDS+21]. Multiple [HAD+22, HTB22, HO23, ZZZ+24b].
Multiplication [AHSW23, MFYB22, MKJ+22].
Multiprocessor [KMM20, WZGM23]. Mutliserver [WZZ+20]. Multitasking [ZGNZ22].
Multithreaded [KEMC22]. Mutual [UXL+21]. MZI [NKP+24].
MZI-Based [NKP+24].

n [DDN+22]. Nanyang [LL22]. NAS [GM21, YSZL21]. National [SCL+21b].
Network-Aware [WLY+21].
Network-Based [YTL+23].
Network-Efficient [GCL+22].
Network-Integrated [KAT+20].
Network-on-Chip [GHG+20, WL20].
Network-on-Chips [CL20b, LKH23].
Network-Wide [SPS+24].
Networked [SYT20].
Neural-Like [XRS+23].
Neuromorphic [YWS+23, ZHP+23].
Neuron [ZCL+22].
NeuroSpector [PKRS23].
Neutralization [SBM24].
NewHope [GXW22, GJCC21].
Newton [DTN+22]. Newton-type [DTN+22]. Next [BTL+22]. NFV [MLWX20, RXL+20, ZHH+24].
O [ASMA21, BPTV23, GCL+21, HCR+22, HLZ+20, KLH+20a, LCZ+20, LZDO24, SHC+22, TKRB22, WHG+22, YYW+20].
O-Efficient [XWJ+20]. O3BNN [GLW+21]. O3BNN-R [GLW+21]. Object [HSH+22, KKS21]. Object-Level [HSH+22].
Objective [CAAB20, HZV+21, KFS+21, LWZ+22, MAO22, SRD+20]. Octans [YZS+21]. Off [AA24, DLMF22, IATB20, WSLX22].
Operations [KAA20, LZW22b, WLF+22, ZLWW20]. Operators [CWL+21]. Opportunities [LJZY20]. Optical [GHG+20, ZGZ+24].
Optical-Electrical [ZGZ+24]. Optimal [CLG+24, DMPR22, FTY20, LLLC21, OS20, SGJ+20, SOI+20, WVS23, WLM+20b, WSLX22, YS22, ZZD+24a]. Optimised [SMK21].
Optimistic [SDZ21, XMW+24].
Optimized [ABG20, KMM20, LLZ+23, YOM21, YZC+23]. Optimizing
[CLL22, HLZ+21, LZW22b, TSW+21, WPG+24, YFD+24, YYL+24, ZFY+20, ZYM+20, ZLK+22, ZWSF24].


Overlapped [ZLM+20]. Overlapping [WPZ+21]. Overlay [JMF22, LLP+23, ZZP23]. Overload [LPH+24].

Oversubscribed [KMA+20]. Oversubscription [YHS+20]. OWenSync [JLJ21]. Owner [WMD+23].

P [TLQ+20, XRS+23, ZL24], P-PFC [TLQ+20]. P2P [HNNKO20, WSM+20].

P4SGD [HLS+23]. Pache [CGLC20].

Packet [ZFW+20]. Packet [CLZ+22a, CGLC20, JZ22, LCZ+20, Mei23, NJS+22].


Parallelism [DZS+21, GSK+20, LTL+23, LGZ+24, LH22, MHZ+22, OM+21, PRL20, SZM20, WCN+24, XHY+24, ZFY+20, ZWX+24, ZLY+23].


Parallelism-Based [LZQ+23]. Parameter [LGZ+24, WPZ+21, WPZ22, ZW22b, ZLJ+23]. Parameters [CXZ+24, LZZ21].

Partial [SCY21, YW20, ZLY+23].

Participants [MBD24]. Particle [BTL+22]. Particle-in-Cell [BTL+22].

Partition [GZY21, YW+20, ZLY+21].

Partitioned [ZLCW23]. Partitioning [ASS20, DA20, GBM20, KAA21, KOA22, LGZ+24, MSS20, SMK+23, SLX+21a, SRD+20, SZ20, WJ+21, WUR+24, YZS+23, ZSX+20].


Path [BDS+21, ZLCW23]. Paths [KSB+22].

Pattern [GVD+22, JLL+20, LMZ+20, ZLW20, ZJGD21]. Pattern-Based [LMZ+20]. Patterns [GTH22, HLLR21].

PaVM [FZD+24]. PBFT [LFZ+21]. PC [ZJHS20]. PClE [LSC+20, TSW+21].

PCIE-Based [TSW+21]. PDEs [ZLT24].


Perceived [CZ+22, WZ+20]. Perception [HJWE+21]. Performance [ASS+24, AMW+21, BDS+21, BMMB22, BK21, CLZ+22a, CXO+20, WCW+22].
Predictable [XXC+23]. Predicted [MD22]. Predicting [LPG+22].
Predicting [ACP+22, CHM+20, HLZ+21, IRB21, LWC+22, NAL+20, RCLJT22, SSKG21, WZV+22, WLP+23, YLC+23, YLL+20, YBY+22, ZHZ+20a].
Prediction-Based [YLC+23, YBY+22]. Predictive [CZT+23, MXS21, MLS21, TLQ+20].
Preemptive [CZR20, DYFL21, KMM20, YLW+22].
Preprocessing [CLG+21]. Presence [LWL+24]. Preserving [AKZ+20, LZW+22a, LCLW21, LYN+20, MHW+21, MCT21, ST20, vDIDB23].
Processing [BFK+23, BPP21, CL20a, HYL+20, JLK+20, LLC+21, LXL23, MZW22, NJJG+22, TW24, WXJ+20, XMW+24, YCZC22, ZWK+20, ZYX+21, ZZZ+22, ZJH+23, ZDC+23, ZSX+20, vV20].
Processor [ABC+24, YWS+23].
Processors [CL20a, CKS+20, FSPE20, JLG+23, SZ20, SWOM20, YZJ+21].
Procurement [AMvBI22]. Product [AAA21, CXO+20, ST20, vDIDB23].
Profiling [WHL23]. Profit [CZZ+22, WZZ+20]. Program [GZJ+21].
Protection [AA24, LPH+24]. Protocol [JLWS24, KDREV21, LGZ+21, vDIDB23].
Protocols [DDN+22, ST20, SOI+20]. Prototypes [YXDL24]. PROV [HZB+24].
Proximal [MKKP22]. Proxy [WGBS23].
Pruning [JXX+23, QKH20, YHD+23].
Q [LWY+22]. QAT [LHQ+20]. QoS [ABC+24, CQW+20, IWC+22, LLL+21c, LYGG20, RCW+23, WZV+22, ZZZ+24b].
Quantization-Based [JWZ+23].
Quantized [ZRG+22]. Quantum [GXW22, LWY+20, LZX+22, SSKG21, SZM20, WSM+20, WDC23]. Queries [CYY+22, XXW+24, YYY+20]. Query [TWX+22, WPG+22, YCZC22, ZZZ+21].
Queueing [FME20, MZXW21]. Queues [GN22, SDBM23]. Queuing [AA24].
Quorum [YW20]. Quorum-Based [YW20].
QWEB [LHQ+20].
R [CKO+21, GLW+21]. R&D [AMN22].
R-tree [CKO+21]. RAC [MGBD24]. Race
Repurposing [IXS22]. Reputation
[XLN+22, RCW+23]. Reputation-Aware
[XLN+22]. Request [HWW+23]. Requests
[KLH+20a]. Requirements [LWX+23].
ReRAM [HLW+20, JLL+22, YHD+23].
ReRAM-Based
[YHD+23, HLW+20, JLL+22]. ReRAMs
[LYW+23]. Research
[CQW+20, CVK+22, Par22]. Reservation
[GGHP21]. Retestable [PK21]. Reshaping
[ZLT+24]. Resilient
[AB21, KREV21, SWGB23, WIBD22].
Resizing [LYF+24]. Resolution [TPV20].
Resource [AP20, BBG22, BOGM21,
BSIM23, CZZ+22, CIZ+20, FSF+20,
FZC+22, GCL+22, HKL+20, HLY+21,
HYF+22, KMBR21, KSP+20, LTO20,
LZ+23, LN+22, LS+21, LLDL23,
LLZ+23, MGBD24, MMR+21, RXL+20,
SMK+23, TSV21, WPZ22, WHL+23,
WCN+24, XCC+23, YHS+20, YLT+21].
Resource-Aware [MGBD24].
Resource-Constrained [AP20, MMR+21].
Resources [ZLR+20]. Response
[CJLW22, ZLCL20]. Responsiveness
[CCZ+21]. Restart [CL20a]. Restarted
[LLD22]. Restoration [CBB+22]. Restore
[ZCZ+20, ZYF+20]. Retargeting
[NISJS21]. Retention [HCR+22].
Rethinking [FWT+24, LQZ+23].
Retinopathy [MMGR23]. Retraining
[KY22]. Retriviality [CYH+21].
Retrieval [FWCB22, YXDL24].
Reusability [XHY+24]. Reuse
[DS22, GHG+20, LYT+23, ZZH+20b].
Revenue [LLL+23a, MZC+22a, ZXL+24].
Revenue-Driven [MZC+22a].
Revenue-Efficient [ZXL+24]. Reverse
[SDMC24]. Reverse-Modulo-Scheduling
[SDMC24]. Reversible [GNST21].
Reviewers [Azo21]. Revisiting
[HZJH23, IYAK23, ZZN+24]. RHDOFS
[LWL+23]. Ring [TXG+21]. Rings
[MCT21, WLH+20a]. RIS [SSH21].
RIS-Based [SSH21]. Risk
[HFW+21, WZZ+20]. Risk-Aware
[HFW+21, WZZ+20]. RIVA [CA20a].
RLPTO [LLZ+23]. RLQ [SDMB23].
RLTiering [LPL23]. RMWPaxos [SSS20].
RNA [MR24]. Robin [Ans20]. Robotic
[AA23]. Robust [CA20a, JBLJ23, NRB+20,
XWDC23, ZSW+20]. Roll [DDN+22].
Rollback [DDN+22, LAC24].
Rollback-Free [LAC24]. Round [Ans20].
Round-Robin [Ans20]. Route [YLL+23b].
Routing
[BDS+21, GHG+20, HLY+23, HW+23,
LJK23, LWW+23, MG+20, SLX21a,
SLZ21, XTH+23, ZYM+20, ZCL+22].
RTGPU [ZLG23]. Run [CBB+20].
Run-Time [CBB+20]. Run]Data
[JQG+22]. Runtime
[ASS+24, AA24, HPB21, PIP+21, MXS21,
SdR+21, YTL+23, ZZSC20]. Rusty
[MXS21].
SaberLDA [LCC20a]. Safety [XZL20].
Sampling [CLM22, LGC+22, WXX+24,
ZLW20, ZMY+24]. Scan [GGL+23, LAG+22].
SaPus [ZG22]. Satellite
[KY22, XXW+24]. Satisfaction [LX+22].
SC19 [Par21b]. Scalability
[CSS+21, CLZ+21, DMI+23, WYW+22].
Scalable [AKA22, An20, DDG+24, GL22,
GKK21, HJK+20, JLL+20, KKS21,
KZK+19, KZK+20, LFZ+21, LLK22,
LZWL22, LPZ+20, LWW+23, LYL+23,
MSSK21, PGY+22, QJZ23, SRD+20,
SOM20, TPV20, WZP+21, WPZ22,
ZBB+22, ZLC+22]. Scalar
[ST20, vDIDB23]. Scale
[ACH+20, CBB+20, CCL+21, CGH+22,
DSW+23, GDZ+20, GLP+21, GY21,
GIL+21, GJL+21, HW+22, JWX+24,
KSB+22, LDD22, LYZ22, LXY+22,
LHXX22, LZF+24, LCL+24, LPH+24,
LHP20, MCT21, PH21, TSW+21,
WLP+23, YHS+20, YLZ+20, ZHI+23,
Sharding [HYP+22, JLWS24, LWZ23b, XMW+24].
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Signature [SZM20, WDCK23].
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Silo [YXDL24].
SIMD [CBB+22, ZYL+20].
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Simple [BPTV23, SBM24].
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Simulations [BTL+22, GLP+21, LCX+22, LCL+24, WPG+24, XSC+23].
Simulator [ZHP+23].
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Single [AAD22, CL20a, HWF+22, KSB+22, SZ20].
Single-ISA [SZ20].
Single-Source [KSB+22].
Size [Ans20, WQKH20, YT20].
Size-Based [Ans20].
Sized [GHM+24].
Sketch [LSY+20, PWX+23, ZWL+21, LSY+20].
Sketches [BPP21].
SketchINT [YLS+23].
Skew [GGZ+20].
Skew-Tolerant [GGZ+20].
Skipping [WDZ+23].
Slack [CBB+20].
Slanted [HJEV+21].
SLEEF [SP20].
SLI [LSC+20].
Slice [KPHA20].
Slicing [HC+23].
SLIDE [PZL+22].
SLO [GCL+21, LWZ+22, WNWL24].
SLO-Aware [GCL+21].
SLO-Oriented [LZW+22].
Small [LZZ21].
Smart [AA24, CLZ+22, FZD+24, JIQ+23, LXY+23, LLC+22].
SmartTuning [LZZ21].
SMT [FSPE20].
Snapshots [JWZ+23].
SNN [QLP+23].
Socket [CE20].
SoCs [JYF+24].
Software [CWY+23, HO23, JYF+24, LLL+21b].
LZM+20, SPTC23, WNA+20, YWH+21].
Software-Based [LZM+20].
Software-Defined [CWY+23, LLL+21b, YWH+21].
Solutions [YYW+20].
Solve [ZSL+21].
Solver [LU+23, LAC24, TPV20].
Solvers [BCVD23, LRBV23].
Some [QHC20].
Sorting [CSS21].
Source [DFP23, KSB+22].
Sources [CTBT21, Sova [YWH+21].
SP [HCG+23].
Space [LGZ+24].
Spanning [QHC20].
Spark [FTYL20].
Sparse [AKA22, AHSW23, CXL+20].
CFLY21, GLL22, KAA21, LLY+20, LLL+21a, LXW+23, LRBV23, LH22, SZE+23.
SLKA23, ZSL+21, ZSFX23].
Sparification [PZL+22, WQG+22, ZW+22].
Sparified [TSL23].
Sparsity [FIW+23, LCC20a, LAY21].
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SPOC [ST20].
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Synchronization-Free [ZSL+21].


Systolic [XMW+22].
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Telemetry [SPL+24]. Temperature [DMST20, KSP+20].
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[GZW+22]. Tied [WJG+21]. Tier
[KSVR23, LPL23, LLL+23a, YFB+23].
Tiered [OQCW20]. Tiering [LPL23].
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[YWS+23]. Tiled [MKJ+22]. Time
[BLK+20, CBB+20, CL20a, CMLH20,
CHY+24, CKS+20, CBL22, DNK20,
JMF+22, JLG+23, KHL+23b, KPHA20,
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WSX+23, WVSL23, WZGM23, XZL20,
YLW+22, YZC+23, ZLZ+23].
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[MDM22]. Timely [XXW+24]. Times
[AA21, MD22]. Timestamped [ZLW+21].
TLC [ZCJY20]. Token [LTT+20].
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[JBLJ+23, WHRL21, ZDL+21]. Tolerant
[GGZ+20, GHG+20, KZK+19, KZK+20,
KM+23b, LT+20, MK24, SSS+20, YOM21,
ZGZ+23, ZHQ+23, ZGG+21]. Tomography
[HGB+20]. Tool [ZMS+22]. Top [DFXY20].
Top-of-Rack [DFXY20]. Topic [LCCZ20a].
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[LWC+22, ZYD+23]. Topology-Based
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MH+21, MZH+22, OM+21, PLJK+22,
WPZ+21, WZL+22, WQG+22, WPZ22,
WRLS22, WG+23, WY+24, WXX+24,
WSH+23, XYW+22, ZW+22, ZYD+23, ZLC+22, ZJ+22]. Transaction
[HYP+22, TW+24, XXP+23, XMW+24].
Transaction[al [TGFPRA20, TGFPRA22].
Transactions [Ano20]. Transcoding
[CIZ+20]. Transfer [ABBA23, CZH+20a,
CZH+20b, ZZ+24a, ZZ+24b]. Transfers
[CA20a, CLL+22, K+21]. Transform
[BCG+23, SNK+20]. Transformation
[LMZ+20, IM+20]. Transformations
[dBMH+21]. Transformers [ZCH+23].
Transient [CEP+22].
Transient-Error-Induced [CEP+22].
Translator [LZ+21]. Transmission
[LDJX+23, SZ+23].
Transmission-Friendly [LDJX+23].
Transparency [PH21]. Transparent
[TKR+22]. Transport [DFXY20]. Travel
[LLL+23b]. Tree [GBM20, ZNN+24,
CKO+21, DQC+21, ZYL+20]. Tree-Shaped
[GBM20]. Trees [QHC20]. Trial
[DMST20, GLA+20]. Triangle
[HWF+22, PWZ+21, YRB+22]. Triangular
[ZSL+21]. Tridiagonal [LX+23]. Triggered
[KDEV+21, ZTL+24]. Trillion [XSC+23].
Trillion-Atom [XSC+23]. Tripartite
[LWW+23]. True [AA+21]. Trust
[PWX+21]. Trusted [LWL+22].
TrustZone [JLQ+23]. TrustZone-Based
[JLQ+23]. Truthful [TCL+20]. TSC
[JLQ+23]. TSC-VEE [JLQ+23]. Tsing
[SCL+21b]. Tsinghua
[CRZ+23, ZZH+21, ZCZ+22]. Tubal
[ZLWW20, ZLW20, ZLWW20]. Tubal-Rank
[ZLWW20]. Tubal-Sampling [ZLW20].
Tucker [LLL′+21a, SLKA23]. Tuning
[CWC′+23, GSH+21, LGZ+24, SdR′+21,
SLY+24, YT′+20, ZMS+22]. Tuple [LLC+21].
Turbo [WNL20]. TurboMGN [WSHJ23].
Tuning [LS21]. Turnaround [PSS′+20].
Twin [DF′+23]. Two [ASMA21, LSY+20,
LPL23, LPH+24, NK21, SHZ+23, ZSH+21].
Two-Level [ASMA21, SHZ+23].
Two-Phase [NK21]. Two-Stage
[LSY+20, LPH+24, ZSH+21]. Two-Tier
[LPL23]. Type [LWX+23, DTN+22]. Types
[SKW22].

Ubiquitous [WGLZ20]. UC [GGL′+23].
UFC2 [ZLL′+22b]. Ultra
[CP′+23, QXL′+20]. Ultra-Efficient
[CP′+23]. Ultra-Low-Latency [QXL′+20].
UMA-MF [HLB′+23]. Unaligned
[LLL′]. Unbounded [ZLYR′22].
Understanding [NK′+24]. Unvolting
[KPA′+20]. Undirected [GK21]. Unequal
[CC23, GHM′+24]. Unequal-Sized
[GHM′+24]. Unicast [JJ22].
Unicast/Multicast [JJ22]. Unicasts
[MK24]. Unified [HLB′+23]. Universal
[WYW′+22]. University [LGY+21, MKKS21,
CRZ′+23, CFM′+21b, DP2G22,
DH′+22, FGH′+22, LAG′+22, LL22, LCZ′+23,
SGH′+23, SCL′+21b, ZZH′+21, ZCZ′+22].
Unknown [CL20a]. Unpredictability
[LWL′+24]. Unreliable [XCL+23].

Unsupervised [AKA22]. Untrustworthy
[SJJN20]. Unused [HW′+22]. Upcoming
[GGHP21]. Update [XWJ′+20, ZW22b].
Updates [LCLW21, SL20]. Updating
[KSB′+22]. Urban [WNA′+20]. US-Byte
[GHM′+24]. Usable [CMX′+20]. User
[CZJ′+22, HCZ′+20, IATB20, LLX′+22,
MZX′+22a, WMG′+23, XCH′+22, ZLL′+22b].
User-Friendly [ZLL′+22b]. User-Level
[IATB20]. User-Perceived [CZJ′+22].

Userspace [PGY′+22]. Using [ASS′+24,
AMvBl22, CHY′+24, COE20, CIZ′+20,
DDN′+22, GJCC21, HWF′+22, IRB′21,
KLH′+20b, LYZS24, LH′22, LJW′+23, LPL23,
MMGR23, SCH′+22, SYS′+22, TKR′22,
TCJ′22a, WLH′+20a, WLN20, WRLS22,
WSX′+23, WCT′21, WHRL21, YCZC′22,
ZZZ′+24a, ZGZ′+24, ZLT′+24, SGJ′+20].
Utility [HNO20]. Utility- [HNO20].
Utilization [ZLGZ23]. Utilize [WLH20b].

Validation [FZD′+24]. Value
[ACH′+20, JLY′+23a, JLL′+20, KMA′+20,
LCLW21, LCM′+20, PM22, QXL′+20, SDZ21,
TWX22, WZZ′+20, ZZM′+23]. Value-
[WZZ′+20]. Value-Oriented [KMA′+20].
Valued [WIBD22]. Variable
[CHM′+20, CA20b]. Variance [PHY20].
Variance-Reduced [PHY20]. Varied
[LAY21]. vCPU [IYAK23]. Vector
[AHSW23, CXO′+20, MGG′+20, MFYB22,
PK21]. Vectorisation [PRL20].
Vectorization [GDS′+22, GK21].
Vectorized [SP20]. Vectors [LAY21]. VEE
[QL′+23]. Vehicles [TWYL20]. Velocity
[BGZR21, BPP21]. Verifiable [WPG′+22].
Verification
[CA20a, LMZ′+20, XYL′+21, YTL′+23].
Versa [YZL24]. Versa-DNN [YZL24].
Versatile [YZL24]. Versioned [SKW23].
Very [KKA′+20]. vGPU [LZM′+20]. Via
[CTBT21, DZS′+21, GSH′+21, HLZ′+21,
MHZ′+22, WHC′+21, ZWL′+21, ZGQ′+21,
CRZ′+23, CYZ′+23, CZR20, CC22, CTD′+23,
FFQ′+22, ESL′+20, GGL′+23, HW22,
JQG′+22, JBY′+23, LZJ′+20, LPS21, LCZ′+23,
LWZ23b, LXH22, LCCZ20b, NJG′+22,
PLZ′+22, RCLJT22, SGH′+23, SBM24,
SPS′+24, SYT20, SCA23, SLG′+23, TWY′+20,
TXX′+21, WNL20, WHM′+24, WWJL24,
XXW′+24, YLC′+23, YZWT20, ZFW′+20,
ZZH′+20b, ZLW′+23]. Video
[CQZ′+21, CWL22, LSL′+23, SLY′+23,
XJX24, ZDD′+24b]. Virtual
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Volume-Discourting [ZLZ+20].


Wait [LBNN+21, LGH+24].


WEED [SNK20]. WEED-MC [SNK20]. Weight [IXS22]. Weighted [YOM21].

Welfare [TWL20]. Welfare-Maximized [TWL20]. Well [OHWL21].


Wide-Area [SKW23]. Widely [SBB+24].


Workflow [CLG+21, DS23, DFLG21, FSM+20, JHB24, LWZ+22, MRFP20, TCT+22, TCJ22b, VMT+20].
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Worldwide [FMP+23]. WPaxos
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[YCZ+22].
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